Year 8 French T5 Chez Moi, Chez Toi
Knowledge, Skills and Understanding
Higher

Pupils/I:








Intermediate

Pupils/I:








Foundation

can recognise and apply comparative adjectives (plus que…, moins que…) to describe where you live in longer
conversations and written paragraphs
can recognise and apply correct word order for irregular adjectives in longer written paragraphs
am able to recognise and apply prepositions to describe your home in longer written paragraphs
can apply the verbs boire and prendre to talk about meals in present and perfect tenses, full paradigm and in negative
form
can apply il faut + infinitive and “de” with quantities & containers to discuss what food to buy in longer conversations
use past, present & future tenses in an extended piece of writing about an event (1st & 3rd person singular)
am able to translate short paragraphs from French to English

can recognise and apply comparative adjectives (plus que…, moins que…) to describe where you live
can recognise and apply correct word order for irregular adjectives
am able to recognise and apply prepositions to describe your home
can apply the verbs boire and prendre to talk about meals in present and perfect tenses, 1st & 3rd person singular
can apply il faut + infinitive and “de” with quantities & containers to discuss what food to buy
am able to use past, present & future tenses in the same piece of writing about an event (1st & 3rd person singular)
am able to translate 3-4 connected longer sentences from English to French

Pupils/I:








can recognise comparative adjectives (plus que…, moins que…) in descriptions of where you live
can recognise correct word order for irregular adjectives
am able to recognise prepositions in descriptions of your home
can apply the verbs boire and prendre to talk about meals in present tense, 1st person singular
can recognise il faut + infinitive and “de” with quantities & containers in texts/conversations about what food to buy
am able to use past, present & future tenses in the same piece of writing about an event (1st person singular)
am able to translate 3-4 connected short sentences from English to French

